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Income and expenditure

The 2016/17 census included 65 members for a total budget of £195k. A total of £156k have been received
in cash and £36k in kind for a total of £192k. The expenditure on the Common Fund in the UK financial
year 2016/17 was £34.1k up to the end of January 2017. There is expected to be an increase of expenditure in
February 2017 due to two superconducting magnet quenches, requiring the acquisition of cryogenic liquids.
The 2016/17 census includes 65 members of the MICE collaboration that are eligible to pay the Common
Fund. The list of collaborators eligible to pay the Common Fund is found in appendix A. This census was first
approved at the MICE Collaboration Board (CB) on 29th July 2016 and endorsed at the 9th October 2016 CB
meeting.
In-kind contributions totalling £12k from Italy, £9k from NSF-funded US institutes (Iowa, Mississippi, New
Hampshire and UC Riverside), £6k from Serbia and £9k from Bulgaria have been agreed and are being delivered. Italy has provided HV cards required for the TOF, KL and EMR and the NSF-funded institutes provided
vacuum equipment for the experiment. Serbia has been providing in-kind contributions in the form of Monte
Carlo production and Data Manager tasks. The in-kind contribution from Bulgaria includes extra shift allocations to cover operations. However, the latter is at risk due to reduced travel budgets for the Sofia group,
since the EC-funded EUCARD2 project that provided transnational access to the MICE Cooling Facility (and
provided travel for Italian, Swiss, Bulgarian and Serbian collaborators) finishes at the end of March 2017.
Table 1 contains a summary of the income and expenditure for financial years 2008/09 to 2016/17. The
classes of allowable expenditure against the Common Fund are presented in Appendix B.
Table 1: Summary of income and expenditure for MICE Common Fund for financial years 2008/09 to 2016/17.

The Common Fund agreement (see Appendix B) identifies cryogens as an allowed expense on the Common
Fund during detector operations. At the last Funding Agency Committee Common Fund report, we informed
the Committee of a one-off change to the Common Fund expenditure, to include also all gas and cryogenic
liquid expenditure during the commissioning of the superconducting magnets (most notably, the spectrometer
solenoids). This extra gas and liquid expenditure was £179.2k during the 2015-16 financial year.

The strategy of keeping the magnets cold at all time has paid off and there has been very little cryogenic
expenditure during 2015-16. This is why the CF costs for 2015-16 have been kept to £34k up to the end of
January 2017. However, while commissioning the flip-mode Step IV channel in preparation for the FebruaryMarch 2017 run, two magnet quenches occurred in February 2017, so there will be an increase in expenditure
in liquid helium at the end of the financial year. We do not have the final costs yet, but should be of order £10k.
As a consequence, we continue to carry forward a net overspend in the Common Fund budget from 2008-09 to
2016-17 of at least £250k, dominated by the liquid helium costs of 2015-16.
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A

MICE collaborators eligible for the 2016/17 Common Fund levy
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B

Classes of expenditure allowed against the Common Fund

The list of the items to be covered by the Common Fund provided for in the MICE Common Fund agreement
includes:
1. Utilities and infrastructure services to operate MICE (e.g. power, water, gases and cryogens);
2. Technical/engineering support for repair, maintenance of MICE infrastructure and experiment;
3. MICE Muon Beam operation and maintenance;
4. Office facilities (e.g. desks, pc/internet access, phones, photocopiers etc);
5. Access to RAL services (e.g. purchasing and financial, HSE);
6. Miscellaneous cabling (cable trays, break out panels, etc., ethernet connections, and wireless transmitters) for electronics, DAQ and communication;
7. Data-storage media and facilities for data taking;
8. User support for MICE collaborators and visitors, including local transport, and housing; and
9. (On-site) office supplies, including computing supplies.
The ISIS operation and beam delivery are a contribution from the host laboratory. The cost of electricity,
buildings and their upkeep is a host-laboratory contribution and does not form a call on the Common Fund.
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